Intracellular trafficking of RNA in neurons.
The transport of messenger RNAs (mRNAs) in neurons serves many purposes. During development, trafficking of mRNAs to both axonal and dendritic growth cones regulates neuronal growth. After synapse formation, mRNAs continue to be transported to dendrites both as a mechanism for the localization of proteins to specific compartments and as a substrate for local translational regulation of synaptic plasticity. Finally, activity-dependent mRNAs are transported quickly to dendrites after transcription. Determining how mRNAs are transported and specifically translated in these different paradigms is a major unanswered question. Addressing this question is also complicated by the presence of many other RNA processing and storage centers that may not be involved in transport but share components with the transport structures. In the present review, we will discuss several recent studies addressing mechanisms of mRNA transport in neurons, as well as proteomic characterization of mRNA transporting structures in neurons. We define two types of RNA transport structures in neurons, transport particles and RNA granules and distinguish them by the presence or absence of ribosomes. We will present a number of different molecular models for how mRNAs are repressed during transport, and how these may affect the regulation of local translation in neurons.